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For BMG, the metering and sale
infrastructure, moves from…..
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From (last slide, and right) to sale /
buyers of solar surplus below….new
meters put in by LO3. Money is now
changing hands.
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BMG is important – and different from most other local ‘platforms’ – because it is based on a customer proposition
that customers seem to like – buying from neighbours; because LO3 has broken through issues of tracking
electrons and agreement with local distribution company; and because it fits with bottom-up system optimisation
which is able to encourage a demand focused, energy efficient system. One can also see how it could scale up
into a more conventional, commercial supply proposition – evidenced by Siemens and Centrica becoming recent
partners, and because of copy cat businesses around the world involving large companies eg RWE in Germany.
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LO3 is a transactive energy (TE) company which
uses Blockchain to track sales / buys
Source, Scott Kessler, LO3

https://lo3energy.com/
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BMG tracks electrons by a block chain based program. Blockchain is described as a digital ledger that allows a
transaction to be securely and instantaneously executed without a central authority. This allows customer choice
within LO3’s ‘enabling’ – so whilst customers get to choose what and when they want to buy, it is still within the
LO3 framework – so still a ‘middle’ person / company within energy system. Blockchain uses a lot of energy –
each additional block (ie buying / selling) has to be broadcast across all other blocks in the chain to reset the
chain – hence its security. However, it is hard therefore to imagine that blockchain – as it currently is – can be the
basis of tracking all energy resources / uses for example in a distribution area. What LO3 has done (probably
with unique help of the NY REV) has forced through a business model where money has now changed hands –
and this is opening up new possibilities – including a realisation that a more energy efficient tracking of electrons
would be extremely beneficial – particularly if this is extended to other resources and system operation.
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TE could be used for lots of energy system services,
provides benefits, enables accounting; it provides new
markets for platform creators etc. See refs: Navigant 2016
and Engerati
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TE is a fundamental change in granularity and
transfer of energy and system capabilities, money
and data
(Source: TRANSACTIVEENERGY IN A WORLD OF UBIQUITOUS DER – Navigant Energy 2016)
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Some customer data requirements could become much more
complex, which could give rise to new customer service
relationships. This is similar to, but different from, the
conventional energy provider–customer relationship. BMG has
highlighted a way to enable / capture this in a way customers
accept / are happy with (Source: TRANSACTIVEENERGY IN A WORLD OF UBIQUITOUS DER – Navigant
Energy 2016)
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What does TE mean in terms of energy
provision?
• Depending on scale, TE would effect customers; enable new service
providers (entrants) as value becomes clearer / more granular; network
charging; and system operation (meaning market design, security,
balancing, institutions etc)
– It already has effected customers in Brooklyn (ie allows neighbours to trade), and
examples springing up all over the globe
– It has not yet effected market design, but is expected to in NY
• But LO3 just entered into agreement with EPEX
– System operation and network charging change is also underway in NY, and lessons –
both from underlying principles and practice difficulties – are rippling out around world

• LO3 was trying to set up the BMG before the NY REV was launched. But
the NY REV and its arguments about regulatory change and greater
customer involvement and links between networks and public policy goals
have encouraged / helped enable breakthroughs between LO3 and ConEd
the distribution utility.
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Challenges and Realities
• Governance – most countries behind the technological /
commercial advances
– there are multiple local platforms similar to (but different from) LO3
• how should energy systems be balanced / coordinated for system
security when there are multiple platforms?
• What is the payment relationship for networks?
• How does one think of energy system costs in this world?
– Requires new methodologies

• What sort of institutions are needed?
– Local? DSPs? (yes)

• What role markets
– LO3 just announced partnership with European Power Exchange to link P2P with
wholesale markets
– Does this mean local pools are needed / helpful? (yes)

• Is TE a helpful way to pay for networks in a decentralised world? (yes)

• How to keep up with change?
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BMG part of the NY REV process – working out how to pay
for networks and regulate utilities. BMG is an successful
example of regulatory innovation enabling
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Bringing back to today: what does this mean for markets? And for Denmark? I think, in general, we need a
wholesale market; a ‘nested’ coordinated local balancing market (which coordinates both system and energy needs,
and the local platforms like BMG). I see that as the primary function of the distribution service provider – the active
distribution company. That would include security of capabilities, which includes capacity and means a wholesale
capacity level market is unnecessary. We also need a mechanism to reveal a wholesale price. The question for
Denmark: is its scale (ie 4-5 million people) already local enough to skip the DSP – are local platforms and
wholesale market sufficient?
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Issues
•

BMG makes sense as a surplus market
– Implications of this + blockchain need to be understood
– There are other successful, more conventional working ways of having small, local
markets (see AustralianGrid http://blog.repositpower.com/south-australian-households-act-as-big-battery-and-get-paid-to-save-the-grid )

• Is there benefit in summing these markets, ie stacking value?
• (I would say yes, but needs some system coordination via a distributed service provider (DSP)
institution)

•

Linking of multiple small, local markets may make sense via blockchain
– but then not so decentralised / local
– Can one imagine blockchain the basis of a DSP?
• In theory yes; in practice?

•

– More likely we can imagine an evolving means of tracking resources and
dynamic system operation and value
Without doubt, TE is being seen as the basis of next commercial energy phase
– Not necessarily block chain / BMG based
– hence interest by RWE / Centrica / Siemens etc
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Thankyou
For more information, please go
to the IGov website
http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/
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